We propose a classification framework for semantic type identification of compounds in Sanskrit. We broadly classify the compounds into four different classes namely, Avyayībhāva, Tatpurus . a, Bahuvrīhi and Dvandva. Our classification is based on the traditional classification system as mentioned in the ancient grammar treatise As . t .ā dhyāyī by Pān . ini, written 25 centuries back. We construct an elaborate feature space for our system by combining conditional rules from the grammar As . t .ā dhyāyī, semantic relations between the compound components from a lexical database Amarakos . a and linguistic structures from the data using Adaptor Grammars. Our in-depth analysis of the feature space highlights the inadequacy of As . t
Introduction
Compounding is a productive process of vocabulary expansion in languages where two or more nouns are used together to generate a new lexeme. Compound analysis is computationally challenging primarily due to three factors: i). compounds are highly productive in nature, ii). the relation between the components is implicit and iii). the correct interpretation of a compound is often dependent on contextual or pragmatic features (Kim and Baldwin, 2005) . For example, 'houseboat' and 'boathouse' 1 are compounds formed from the same pair of nouns, 'house' and 'boat', but do not mean the same. Similarly, the relation between 'olive' and 'oil' in 'olive oil' does not hold between 'baby' and 'oil' in 'baby oil'. Identifying the head of a compound can lead to significant improvements in semantic analysis tasks like Machine Translation, Question Answering etc. (Weller et al., 2014; Tiedemann, 2005) . The head of a compound, in general is indicative of the referent(s) of the compound, in addition to determining the syntactic properties of the compound. For example, in 'paleface' paraphrased as 'a person who has a pale face', the head of the compound is an external entity. Here a word to word translation of the components would yield undesirable results. In 'bittersweet', both the stems 'bitter' and 'sweet' are the heads of the compound. In both 'houseboat' and 'boathouse', the final component forms the head.
On our empirical investigation of the Digital Corpus of Sanskrit (DCS) 2 , we find a rich use of compounds with a presence of about 198,000 unique compound words occurring 373,000 times in a corpus of 2.5 million tokens (after stop-word removal). This is almost double in comparison to languages like German, which report 5.5-7% of corpus presence of the compounds (Schiller, 2005; Baroni et al., 2002) . In DCS, 75% of the vocabulary consists of compounds, as against 47% vocabulary share (Baroni et al., 2002) of compounds in German. We also find that 43% of the 66,000 lemmas in the corpus vocabulary were part of the compound formation as compared to 3-4% in English (Séaghdha and Copestake, 2013) . In Sanskrit literature, especially in poetry, use of long compounds with multiple components is common. In DCS, more than 41 % of compounds have 3 or more components. For example, "pravaramukut . aman . imarīcimañjarīcayacarcitacaran . ayugalah . " is an exocentric compound used from the text "Pañcatantram (kathāmukham)" which translates to "The pair of whose feet was covered with a stream of rays originating from the gems in wreaths of eminent noble kings". This compound is composed of 9 components (Krishna et al., 2016) .
As . t .ā dhyāyī, an ancient grammar treatise on Sanskrit, discusses the generation of four broad classes of compounds, namely, Avyayībhāva, Tatpurus . a, Bahuvrīhi and Dvandva. We propose a classifier model to identify the semantic type of Sanskrit compounds i.e. one of the four classes. We find that the aforementioned notion of 'head' in compounds is discriminative as per this categorization. For our classification task, we successfully combine features extracted from rules in As . t .ā dhyāyī, taxonomy information and semantic relations inferred from Amarakośa ontology (Nair and Kulkarni, 2010) , and linguistic structural information from the data using Adaptor grammar (Johnson et al., 2006) . We perform an in-depth analysis of the performance of the system and highlight where the existing rules of As . t
.ā dhyāyī, a generative grammar, are inadequate in classifying the data samples and show how additional features help us improve the performance of the classifier, by using our results obtained on a held-out dataset.
Compounds in Sanskrit
The compounds in Sanskrit exhibit numerous regularities that characterise them (Gillon, 1991) . Compounds in Sanskrit are concatenative in nature, with a strict preference for the ordering of the components. A generated compound is treated as a fully qualified word (pada), such that the compound is subject to all the inflectional and derivational modifications applicable to nouns. Affixation occurs at the end of the compound similar to languages like that of Greek and not within the components Gillon, 1991) . Any compound can be analysed by decomposing it into two immediate component nouns.
Linguists in Sanskrit have deeply discussed exceptions for the aforementioned regularities leading to different categorisations and further sub-categorisations of the compound types (Kulkarni and Kumar, 2013; Gillon, 2009) . We only consider the four broad categorisations of the compounds. We now explain four classes of compounds and discuss various discriminative aspects about the broad level classes that we can abstract out from the generated forms and use in our system. In Sanskrit Grammar, compounds are classified into four general categories, namely, Avyayībhāva, Tatpurus . a, Bahuvrīhi and Dvandva. 1. Avyayībhāva Compounds -In Avyayībhāva compound, the first component is an indeclinable or avyaya, which generally forms the head of the compound. The compound so generated will also become an indeclinable. For instance, in 'upakr . s . n . am' (near to Kṙṡṅa), the word 'upa' (near) is an indeclinable and the second component 'kr . s . n . a' bears an inflectional affix, but the compound becomes an indeclinable. 2. Tatpurus . a Compounds or Determinative compounds -They are endocentric compounds in which the second component is generally the head of the entire compound. For example, the phrase 'rājñah . purus . ah . ' (King's man) yields rājapurus . ah . . The second component, 'purus . ah . ' forms the head in the canonical paraphrase and hence the head of the compound (Gillon, 1991) . The relation between the components is marked by the genitive case inflection of the first component rājñah . . Tatpurus . a compounds constitute a distinctive sub-categorization, namely, Descriptive compounds or Karmadhāraya.
In karmadhāraya compounds, one of the components needs to be an adjective and it is observed that generally the adjective comes as the first component. For example, in 'nīlameghah . ' (blue cloud) the first component, 'nīla' (blue), is qualifying the head word, 'megha' (cloud). 3. Bahuvrīhi Compounds or Exocentric Compounds -When the components in the compound refer to some external entity, say a person or an object, we call it a Bahuvrīhi compound. Here, the referent of the compound becomes the head of the compound. For example, 'pītāmbarah . ' is paraphrased as 'pītām ambaram . yasya sah . '. Here the words pītam (yellow) and ambaram (cloth) together form the compound referring to the Lord Vishnu. In absence of the paraphrase, the referent or headword often needs to be inferred from the context in which the compound is used. However, the gender differences between the final component and that of the compound is a convenient heuristic that can be used to identify the compound type in some of the cases (Goyal and Huet, 2013 ). 4. Dvandva or Copulative compounds -They are conjunctive compounds where the components are compounded to show the collectiveness of the individuals. The components involved may be nouns or adjectives. Since the components share a conjunctive relation, often multiple components are compounded together in a single process. In Dvandva compounds, the compound generally assumes the gender of the final component. But deciding the final component can be tricky especially in a free word order language like Sanskrit. For example, a Dvandva compound formed from the paraphrases 'pitā ca mātā ca' and 'mātā ca pitā ca' (mother and father) will always be of the form 'mātāpitarau', which is in masculine due to the masculine noun pitā (father), but will never be 'pitāmātarau', which should be in feminine gender. The formation of the latter is prohibited in the grammar, thereby eliminating the possibility of a conflict. It is often observed that the same pair of components can generate compounds belonging to different semantic types. For example, pītāmbarah . (Lord Vishnu) and pītāmbaram (yellow cloth) are Bahuvrīhi and Tatpurus . a compounds respectively, formed from the same components, pīta and ambaram.
Here the gender of the compounds becomes a discriminative feature. In general, the stem 'ambara' is in neuter and hence in Tatpurus . a compounds, the compound also maintains the neuter gender. But, for Bahuvrīhi compounds, the gender is based on the referent, which in this case is masculine. Now, if we consider a compound like nīlotpalam, which contains two components nīla and utpala, the compound maintains the same final form in the case of both Tatpurus . a and Bahuvrīhi, leading to ambiguity in semantic type identification. To resolve this conflict, either the canonical paraphrase or the context of usage is necessary. The potential conflict in disambiguation is often expressed between the compounds of Bahuvrīhi and specifically karmadhāraya compounds. Similarly, for compounds where the first component denotes a negation marker, there can be conflicts between Tatpurus . a and Bahuvrīhi classes. The specific sub-categories are called as Nañ-Tatpurus . a and Nañ-Bahuvrīhi compounds respectively. For instance, the compound 'aputrah . ' is paraphrased as 'na putrah . '(not a son) in the case of Tatpurus . a and 'avidyamānah . putrah . yasya sah . '(having no son) in the case pf Bahuvrīhi. Tatpurus . a compounds can conflict with Avyayībhāva compounds as well. For example in 'ativanam', the compound consists of two components viz 'ati' and 'vanam'. Here the first component 'ati' is an indeclinable, a strong characteristic of Avyayībhāva compounds. But, there exists a sub-categorisation of Tatpurus . a, where the first component is an indeclinable. The paraphrase of 'ativanam' in the case of Avyayībhāva is 'vanasya atyayah . ' (past the forest) and 'vanam atikrāntah . ' (having passed the forest) in the case of Tatpurus . a.
The aforementioned instances show the challenges involved in identifying the semantic type of a compound. Sometimes, the task is non-trivial even for humans and human cognition often relies on the context in which the compound is used or on the world knowledge about the entities involved .
Method
In our current work, we treat the problem as follows. When given a compound word decomposed into two immediate components of the compound, we identify the semantic type of the given compound and classify it into one of the four classes as discussed in Section 2. We build a feature-rich multi-class classifier and analyse the effectiveness of the features for the classification task. In As . t .ā dhyāyī, the generation of a compound is assumed to start with the canonical paraphrase of the compound. The noun declensions, modifiers and relation words in the paraphrase are then elided to form the compound. In our current settings, we only consider the compound and its individual split components. In this section, we describe the various features used for this classification task.
3.1 Rules from As . t .ā dhyāyī Kulkarni and Kumar (2013) provides a categorisation of the rules in As . t .ā dhyāyī which are useful for compound analysis. type 1 rules are lexical lists which contain lists of nouns and indeclinable that appear as a component in the compound. Type 2 considers the morphological properties of the components. Inflectional affixes are indicators of the case of the noun, gender and plurality. In our work, we utilise string patterns at the end of the components to infer inflectional and derivational affixes used. Obtaining the exact noun declensions from the final forms is not always deterministic as the same affix might be used for representing multiple noun declensions for a given word. Additionally, the current parsers in Sanskrit do not include analysers for derivational affixes. On an empirical analysis over a dataset of 8000 labelled compounds, we find that a little above 4000 of 10000 unique compound components are recognised by the Sanskrit Heritage Reader unambiguously (Goyal and Huet, 2016) . This is primarily due to the fact that the parsers are lexicon driven, and also due to the absence of derivational suffix analysers. The last two rule types are semantic in nature. Rule type 3, i.e., rules that check for semantic property of the component, is captured using manually curated lists of lexicons such as list of rivers, parts of day and night, etc. It essentially contain word lists stated outside of As . t .ā dhyāyī. The last type of rule looks into the possible relations between the components. where we utilise the lexical database Amarakos . a.
Relations from Lexicons
Lexical databases with annotated semantic networks are beneficial in identifying the semantic compatibility between individual nouns and hence can be used in compound analysis (Kim and Baldwin, 2005; Séaghdha and Copestake, 2013) . We utilise 'Amarakos . a', an ancient dictionary which covers about 11580 words (9031 unique lemmas) in altogether 4035 synsets. With efforts from Nair and Kulkarni (2010) , Amarakos . a is digitised, forming a semantic network explicitly labelled with semantic relations between the words. The lexicon primarily consists of six relations, of which three of the relations, namely, 'part-whole','is a kind of' and 'master-possession', are useful in identifying Tatpurus . a compounds. Two of the three remaining relations, namely, 'child-parent' and 'husband-wife', are helpful in identifying Dvandva compounds. An additional advantage with Amarakos . a is that we get gender information about the individual nouns from the e-lexicon, which is a discriminative factor in identifying Bahuvrīhi compounds as mentioned in Section 2. For each component, the gender, head word and the corresponding word with which the component bears the relation, are used as features. We consider all the six relations in Amarakos . a between the compound components.
Variable Length Character n-grams
We capture semantic class specific linguistic regularities present in our dataset using variable length character n-grams and character n-gram collocations shared between compounds. In order to learn the character n-grams, we use Adaptor grammars (Johnson et al., 2006) , a non-parametric Bayesian approach towards learning productions for a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG).
The grammar obtained from the Adaptor Grammar (AG) is a probabilistic context free grammar, where the productions form a set of fixed non-terminals and the probabilities for the productions to be invoked are learnt from the data. In Adaptor Grammar, a skeletal context free grammar is defined as shown in Listing 1a, where the set of non-terminals to be adapted is fixed a priori and will be a subset of the entire set of non-terminals in the skeletal grammar. For each of the adapted non-terminal, marked with a '@', the grammar learns a distribution over trees rooted at each of the adapted non-terminal (Zhai et al., 2014) . We learn grammars G1, G2 and G3 with the same skeletal structure in Listing 1a, but with different data samples belonging to Tatpurus . a, Bahuvrīhi and Dvandva respectively. We did not learn a grammar for Avyayībhāva, due to insufficient data samples for learning the patterns. We use a '$' marker to indicate the word boundary between the components and a '#' symbol to mark the beginning and ending of the first and the final components respectively. We also learn a grammar G4, where the entire dataset is taken together along with additional 4000 random pair of words from the DCS corpus, where none of the words appeared as a compound component in the corpus. (Johnson et al., 2006) . b) Derivation tree for an instance of a production '#sa$śa' for the non-terminal @collocation Every production in the learned grammars has a probability to be invoked, where likelihood of all the productions of a non-terminal sums to one. To obtain discriminative productions from G1, G2 and G3, we find conditional entropy of the production with that of G4 and filter only those productions above a threshold. We also consider all the unique productions in each of the Grammars in G1 to G3. We further restrict the productions based on the frequency of the production in the data and the length of the sub-string produced by the production, both of them were kept at the value of three. We show an instance of one such production for a variable length character n-gram collocation. Here, for the adapted non-terminal @Collocation, we find that one of the production finally derives '#sa$śa', which actually is derived as two @Word derivations as shown in the Listing 1b. We use this as a regular expression, which captures some properties that need to satisfied by the concatenated components. The particular production mandates that the first component must be exactly sa, as it is sandwiched between the symbols # and $. Now, sinceśa occurs after the previous substring which contains $ the boundary for both the components,śa should belong to the second component. Now, since as per the grammar both the substrings are independent @word productions, we relax the constraint that both the susbtrings should occur immediately one after the other. We treat the same as a regular expression, such thatśa should occur after sa, and any number of characters can come in between both the substrings. For the particular susbtring, we had 22 compounds, all of them belonging to Bahuvrīhi, which satisfied the criteria. Now, compounds where first component is 'sa' are mostly Bahuvrīhi compounds, and this is obvious to Sanskrit linguists. But here, the system was not provided with any such prior information or possible patterns. The system learnt the pattern from the data. Incidentally, our dataset consisted of a few compound samples belonging to different classes where the first component was 'sa'.
Other Features
We look for specific patterns that check for the lexical similarity between components. For example, consider the compound bhāvābhāvau where the final component a-bhāva is the negation for the first component bhāva. The prepositions 'a' and 'an' represent negation of entities. We identify those compounds, where the first and second components differ only by a or an. This heuristic has its own limitations, as not all negations are marked by the markers. We also use Jaro-Winkler distance, an edit distance variant, between both the components as an additional feature to capture the lexical similarity between the Table 3 : Precision (P), Recall (R), F-Score (F) & Accuracy (A) for the competing systems on held-out dataset.
components. We find that the mean Jaro-Winkler distance between components of Dvandva compounds (0.48) is higher than that of other compounds (0.31 -0.38). We also consider the last three characters of the second component, where the second component bears the nominal inflections of the compound word. We also used a handful of specific suffix patterns based on the entropy score of the patterns in discriminating the classes. The patterns are indicative of the affix information. We finally filtered 34 words and patterns by manual inspection, that had lower entropy score as well as there is a linguistic motivation for their inclusion. Table 2 shows a sample of such filtered words; we skip the linguistic motivation behind the filtering of each lemma due to space constraints.
Experiments

Dataset
We obtained a labelled dataset of compounds and the decomposed pairs of components from the Sanskrit studies department, UoHyd 3 . The dataset contains more than 32000 unique compounds. The compounds were obtained from ancient digitised texts includingŚrīmad Bhagavat Gīta, Caraka sam . hitā among others. The dataset contains the sandhi split components along with the compounds. With more than 75 % of the dataset containing Tatpurus . a compounds, we down-sample the Tatpurus . a compounds to a count of 4000, to match with the second highest class, Bahuvrīhi. We find that the Avyayībhāva compounds are severely under-represented in the data-set, with about 5 % of the Bahuvrīhi class. From the dataset, we filtered 9952 different data-points split into 7957 data points for training and the remaining as heldout dataset. For all the features mentioned in Section 3, we have considered data points which are in the training set and we have not considered data from the held-out in calculating any of the features, including Adaptor grammar.
Results
Probably due to a large feature space of 2737 features we employ, and an imbalanced dataset, the performance of the classifier models like SVM and decision tree were near to chance with SVM making no predictions to the Avyayībhāva class. We use ensemble based approaches for our system and the results are presented in Table 3 . The results presented in the table are predictions over held-out data, where the classifier was trained with the entire training data. We find that the Extreme Random Forests (ERF) (Geurts et al., 2006; Pedregosa et al., 2011) gives the best performance amongst all the compared systems in Table 3 . The performance of the Random Forests and the ERF were almost similar with reported performance measures varying only from the third decimal point. Table 4b shows the result for the ERF classifier over training data when trained with 10 fold cross validation. The class-wise precision and recall for the model over held out dataset is presented in Table 4a . We find that the classifier fares poorly for Avyayībhāva and Dvandva, primarily due to sparsity in the data as they both amount to about 5% and 33% of the other two classes respectively. To measure the impact of different types of features we have incorporated, we train the classifier incrementally with different feature types as reported in Section 3. We report the results over the held-out data. At first we train the system with only As . t .ā dhyāyī rules and features discussed in Section 3.4. We find that the overall accuracy of the system is about 59.34%. We do not report the accuracy of the system when we use As . t .ā dhyāyī rules alone as it was not sufficient to cover all the samples. Then we augmented the classifier by adding features from Amarakos . a as described in Section 3.2. We find that the overall accuracy of the system has increased to 63.81%. Notably, the precision for Dvandva and Bahuvrīhi increased by absolute values 0.15 and 0.06 respectively. We then add the Adaptor grammar features to the feature set and Table 4a presents the result of the system with the entire feature set. We perform feature ranking based on entropy measure. We try to iteratively drop the least ranked features in steps of 50, till 1700 of 2737 features are dropped. We find that the accuracy does not change much, but mostly drops from the reported accuracy of 0.75 by a maximum of 0.38% (0.747). To handle the imbalanced data set, we employed easy ensemble (Liu et al., 2009) approach. In easy ensemble approach, we form multiple training sets, where each of the set is a subset of the original training set such that the data samples in the minority classes remain intact whereas the majority classes are under-sampled to a defined proportion. In effect, we have multiple training sets where the data samples in the majority class are distributed across the subsets. Now with each of the subset, we run ERF classifier and average out the results. As can be seen from Table 4c , this approach gives consistent results across the four classes, with significant improvements in F-Score for Dvandva and Avyayībhāva classes. We further look into specific cases of compound classes which get misclassified. Figure 1 shows the confusion matrix heat-map for our best performing system, the easy ensemble classifier. From the heat-map we can observe that most of the mis-classifications go to Tatpurus . a, resulting in a lower precision of 0.72 for Tatpurus . a. It can also be noted that there are no Dvandva and Avyayībhāva mis-classifications. Figure  2 represents classification of the specific cases of sub-types as discussed in Section 2. Avyayībhāva and Tatpurus . a can potentially be conflicting as there exists specific types of Tatpurus . a where the first component can be an avyaya. We find that 6 data samples of Tatpurus . a have been misclassified into Avyayībhāva and all the 6 data points have their first component as an avyaya. From Figure 1 , it is already clear that majority of mis-classifications in Avyayībhāva go to Tatpurus . a. Out of 70 mis-classifications of Tatpurus . a to Bahuvrīhi, 38 belong to karmadhāraya class. Also only 2 of the karmadhāraya compounds got mis-classified to a different class other than Bahuvrīhi. 83.81 % of the karmadhāraya compounds got correctly classified into Tatpurus . a. Nañ-Bahuvrīhi and Nañ-Tatpurus . a are also potentially conflicting cases, and we find that in Nañ-Tatpurus . a, 8 of 11 mis-classifications happen to Bahuvrīhi class and in Nañ-Bahuvrīhi 13 of 14 mis-classifications happen to Tatpurus . a class. But in all the aforementioned cases, the majority of the data samples got correctly classified.
Related Work
Semantic analysis of compounds has attracted much traction from the computational linguistics community, especially on languages like English, German, Italian, Afrikaans and Dutch (Verhoeven et al., 2014) . Lexical databases like Wordnet (Kim and Baldwin, 2005) and Wikipedia (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006) were extensively used to infer semantic relations between the components in a compound. Effectiveness of verb-semantics and word sense disambiguation of the components involved were also studied (Kim and Baldwin, 2006; Kim and Baldwin, 2013) . Séaghdha (2009) defines wordnet kernel functions for identifying the relational similarity between the components. Works like Séaghdha and Copestake (2013) use corpus-based approaches where co-occurrence measures between the components are utilised. Nastase et al. (2006) combine both the corpus-based approaches and lexical database based approaches for semantic analysis of compounds. Ziering and van der Plas (2016) presents a corpus-based approach for splitting of German compounds The authors augment the model by incorporating distributional information in . Botha et al. (2012) builds a language model by using a hierarchical Bayesian model where the models for head word and the other component are conditioned differently. The samarthāhnika (Joshi, 1968) gives a detailed account of the discussion involved in the Indian tradition on the semantic compatibility of constituents and the compositionality of the meaning of a compound. Pataskar (1996) has discussed the use of the Dvandva compounds in relation to their case endings and how Pān . ini dealt with the sūtras in As . t .ā dhyāyī. Bhandare (1995) has discussed the structural and semantic aspects of Dvandva compounds. Mahavir (1986) has discussed various transformations that take place on the canonical paraphrase of a compound (vigrahavākya) to generate the final form. Gillon (2009) proposes an extended phrase structure syntax to represent the underlying constituent structure of the compounds. Kumar (2012) has described the computational analysis of Sanskrit compounds in his doctoral dissertation. Goyal and Huet (2013) describes various morphological phenomena involved in the generation and analysis of Avyayībhāva compounds. Pavankumar (2015) built a Sanskrit compound generator, adhering to the tradition followed in As . t .ā dhyāyī, as a part of his doctoral dissertation.
Conclusion
In this work, we built an automated classifier for identifying the semantic type of a compound in Sanskrit. With an ensemble based classifier approach, we tackle the challenge of an imbalanced dataset and our system effectively classifies data into appropriate semantic classes. We successfully incorporate rules from the ancient grammar treatise As . t .ā dhyāyī, lexical relations from Amarakos . a and we also learn linguistic structures from the data using adaptor grammars. In our work, we show the improvement in performance after incorporating each of the aforementioned feature types. We also discuss the specific cases of conflicts between the semantic types. Our primary motivation for this work was to understand the computational challenges involved in automated means of classifying compounds in Sanskrit. Our work can be seen as an extension in the line of works suggested in Kulkarni and Kumar (2013) , and ours is the first such system for Sanskrit to incorporate semantic relations in taxonomy as well as class specific linguistic structures for the task. Results from our system demonstrate the effectiveness of a lexical database for the task and that it is a promising direction to be explored. We can extend the current system by incorporating other lexicons such as Indowordnet (Sinha et al., 2006) along with amarakos . a. The improvement gained by using adaptor grammar productions look promising, as the grammar was not exposed to the data from the held-out dataset and yet was able to classify the data samples into appropriate classes. We will be further investigating the utility of Adaptor grammar in defining skeletal grammars as per the rules mentioned in Gillon (2009) and some of the conditional rules in As . t .ā dhyāyī itself. From multiple instances discussed in Section 2, the role of context in determining compound type is evident. But such systems should be designed only after giving enough thought on solving the obvious resource constraints that the language currently faces.
